
  

190 «<THE SHADOW OF DISCORD. 

the love of liberty into western wilderness and prairie, the causes 

that led to what one statesman declared to be “an irrepressible con- 

flict” were established. 

When two boys who have been companions and Roeareciends 

from infancy “get mad” with one another—as boys (and girls, 

too), sometimes will— the trouble grows greater as the cause of 

the first pout or the first hasty word is dwelt upon and made to 

lead to others. It was so with the two sections of the Ametican 

Union. Almost from the start they disagreed as to the extension | 

of negro slavery; across that imaginary boundary, which the sur- 

-veyors appointed by William Penn and Lord Baltimore drew in 

1763, and which has ever since been known as “ Mason and Dixon’s 

line,” the pout and shrug and hasty word were flung; the question 

as to which had the most “right,” which was “sovereign,” the 

State or the nation, was argued, discussed and quarreled over ; 

minor questions as to just’ what the constitution meant when it said . 
this or that, and numerous differences of opinion on matters of na- 
tional or sectional importance caused the boy at the south of Mason 
and Dixon’s line to say harsh words:to the boy at the north; and 
the boy at the north, though too often willing to “give in” if ea 

he could keep on unmolested at his work Oi accumulating, some- 
times flung back harsh words in reply to the boy at the south; and 

so, little by little, the shadow of discord grew broader and Blacker are 

and matters slowly ripened for a real “.getting mad * between these | 
two close comrades and fast friends. 

In 1844 the United States of America were at peace ah the 
world; apparently they were at peace among themselves. With 
the ercontion of certain local quarrels such as that in regard to 
who should vote in the State of Rhode Island (which led to what is — 
known as the “ Dorr Rebellion” of 1844) and as to who should pay 
rent for the land in New York (which led to “the Anti-rent War” 
of 1844) there was nothing to disturb people or lead their thoughts 
away from successful farming or manufacturing. or money-getting. 

 


